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Democracy At Work
A concise overview of political and economic developments in Mexico,
highlighting the challenges posed by the county's recent democratic
breakthrough.
Since first published in 2002, After Capitalism has offered students and political
activists alike a coherent vision of a viable and desirable alternative to capitalism.
David Schweickart calls this system Economic Democracy, a successor-system
to capitalism which preserves the efficiency strengths of a market economy while
extending democracy to the workplace and to the structures of investment
finance. In the second edition, Schweickart recognizes that increased
globalization of companies has created greater than ever interdependent
economies and the debate about the desirability of entrepreneurship is
escalating. The new edition includes a new preface, completely updated data,
reorganized chapters, and new sections on the economic instability of capitalism,
the current economic crisis, and China. Drawing on both theoretical and empirical
research, Schweickart shows how and why this model is efficient, dynamic, and
applicable in the world today.
Why do some democratic governments succeed and others fail? In a book that
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has received attention from policymakers and civic activists in America and
around the world, Robert Putnam and his collaborators offer empirical evidence
for the importance of "civic community" in developing successful institutions.
Their focus is on a unique experiment begun in 1970 when Italy created new
governments for each of its regions. After spending two decades analyzing the
efficacy of these governments in such fields as agriculture, housing, and health
services, they reveal patterns of associationism, trust, and cooperation that
facilitate good governance and economic prosperity.
This short but elegantly written book airs a number of important issues...' The
Times Higher Education Supplement .
The coronavirus pandemic, the deepening economic crash, dangerously divisive
political responses, and exploding social tensions have thrown an already
declining American capitalist system into a tailspin. The consequences of these
mounting and intertwined crises will shape our future. In this unique collection of
over 50 essays, "The Sickness is the System: When Capitalism Fails to Save Us
from Pandemics or Itself," Richard D. Wolff argues clearly that "returning to
normal" no longer responds adequately to the accumulated problems of US
capitalism. What is necessary, instead, is transition toward a new economic
system that works for all of us. “A blueprint for how we got here, and a plan for
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how we will rescue ourselves” - Chris Hedges “A magnificent source of hope and
insight.” - Yanis Varoufakis “In this compelling set of essays, and with his
signature clarity, intensity, accessibility and deference to historical and present
perspective, Wolff has issued not just a stark warning, but concrete reasoning, as
to why this time really should be different.” - Nomi Prins “One of the most
powerful and incisive voices in America. As an economist he transcends that
“dismal science”, he is a tribune of Main St, a voice of the people.” - George
Galloway “Wolff clearly explains the ways that capitalism exacerbates
unemployment, inequality, racism, and patriarchy; and threatens the health and
safety of workers and communities - i.e., most of us.” - Jessica GordonNembhard, Ph.D. “If you care about deeper measures of social health as
Americans suffer the worst economic crisis since the Great Depression, you will
find here a wealth of insight, statistics, and other ammunition that we all need in
the fight for a more just society.” - Adam Hochschild “The current failed system
has a noose around all of our necks. Richard Wolff offers an economic vision that
gets our society off the gallows.” - Jimmy Dore
The current political climate of uncompromising neoliberalism means that the
need to study the logic of our culture—that is, the logic of the capitalist system—is
compelling. Providing a rich philosophical analysis of democracy from a negative,
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non-identity, dialectical perspective, Vasilis Grollios encourages the reader not to
think of democracy as a call for a more effective domination of the people or as a
demand for the replacement of the elite that currently holds power. In doing so,
he aspires to fill in a gap in the literature by offering an out-of-the-mainstream
overview of the key concepts of totality, negativity, fetishization, contradiction,
identity thinking, dialectics and corporeal materialism as they have been
employed by the major thinkers of the critical theory tradition: Marx, Engels,
Horkheimer, Lukacs, Adorno, Marcuse, Bloch and Holloway. Their thinking had
the following common keywords: contradiction, fetishism as a process and the
notion of spell and all its implications. The author makes an innovative attempt to
bring these concepts to light in terms of their practical relevance for
contemporary democratic theory.
A much-anticipated guide to saving democracy, from one of our most essential
political thinkers. Everyone knows that democracy is in trouble, but do we know
what democracy actually is? Jan-Werner Müller, author of the widely translated
and acclaimed What Is Populism?, takes us back to basics in Democracy Rules.
In this short, elegant volume, he explains how democracy is founded not just on
liberty and equality, but also on uncertainty. The latter will sound unattractive at a
time when the pandemic has created unbearable uncertainty for so many. But it
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is crucial for ensuring democracy’s dynamic and creative character, which
remains one of its signal advantages over authoritarian alternatives that seek to
render politics (and individual citizens) completely predictable. Müller shows that
we need to re-invigorate the intermediary institutions that have been deemed
essential for democracy’s success ever since the nineteenth century: political
parties and free media. Contrary to conventional wisdom, these are not spent
forces in a supposed age of post-party populist leadership and post-truth. Müller
suggests concretely how democracy’s critical infrastructure of intermediary
institutions could be renovated, re-empowering citizens while also preserving a
place for professionals such as journalists and judges. These institutions are also
indispensable for negotiating a democratic social contract that reverses the
secession of plutocrats and the poorest from a common political world.
The shift from manufacturing- to service-based economies has often been
accompanied by the expansion of low-wage and insecure employment. Many
consider the effects of this shift inevitable. In Disintegrating Democracy at Work,
Virginia Doellgast contends that high pay and good working conditions are
possible even for marginal service jobs. This outcome, however, depends on
strong unions and encompassing collective bargaining institutions, which are
necessary to give workers a voice in the decisions that affect the design of their
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jobs and the distribution of productivity gains. Doellgast's conclusions are based
on a comparative study of the changes that occurred in the organization of call
center jobs in the United States and Germany following the liberalization of
telecommunications markets. Based on survey data and interviews with workers,
managers, and union representatives, she found that German managers more
often took the "high road" than those in the United States, investing in skills and
giving employees more control over their work. Doellgast traces the difference to
stronger institutional supports for workplace democracy in Germany. However,
these democratic structures were increasingly precarious, as managers in both
countries used outsourcing strategies to move jobs to workplaces with lower pay
and weaker or no union representation. Doellgast's comparative findings show
the importance of policy choices in closing off these escape routes, promoting
broad access to good jobs in expanding service industries.
From prominent economist Richard Wolff and David Barsamian, a hot-button
primer on the taboo subject impacting most Americans today: the failure of
capitalism to deliver public good.
Economics: Marxian versus Neoclassical is an economics text with a difference--a concise,
systematic comparison of the two major contending economic theories in the world today.
Filled with practical advice on how to bring democracy into the world of business, a guide to
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starting and managing a worker-owned business discusses legal requirements, methods of
financing worker buyouts, management patterns, and much more.
Not to repeat past mistakes: the sudden resurgence of a sympathetic interest in social
democracy is a response to the urgent need to draw lessons from the history of the socialist
movement. After several decades of analyses worthy of an ostrich, some rudimentary facts are
being finally admitted. Social democracy has been the prevalent manner of organization of
workers under democratic capitalism. Reformist parties have enjoyed the support of workers.
Democracy at WorkA Cure for CapitalismHaymarket Books
Democracy at Work: Pressure and Propaganda in Portugal and Brazil addresses democracy
both as an institutional value system and as a practice. How are the media exerting their
mediation role? How are the media re-(a)presenting the political world to society? Are different
media voices offering diversified and complementary perspectives on politics? How is
propaganda perceived within different democratic and economic contexts? Is political trust and
mistrust shaping the strategy of propaganda? These questions are addressed in theoretical
and empirical chapters in a book that addresses problems which are in need of urgent
discussion, as their impact and consequences are deeply transforming politics and the way
politics is communicated, lived and understood by its main actors. Within this framework,
Political Communication Studies has a major role in identifying and urging new diagnosis of,
and insights into, the political and the media systems, and, above all, how both the people and
political institutions can both survive crisis and improve democracy in the Lusophone world.
This book aims at making a contribution to that acknowledgment.
DEMOCRACY UNDER STRESS focuses on the global financial crisis of 2008-2009 and its
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implications for democracy. Why and how did the crisis come about? Are there any instructive
lessons to be drawn from comparisons with the Great Depression of the 1930s? What are the
democratic response mechanisms to cope with serious crises? Do they work? Is China a new
trend setter? Do values matter? Are global democratic rules a possibility? These are some of
the key questions addressed in the volume.
Why our workplaces are authoritarian private governments—and why we can’t see it One in
four American workers says their workplace is a “dictatorship.” Yet that number almost
certainly would be higher if we recognized employers for what they are—private governments
with sweeping authoritarian power over our lives. Many employers minutely regulate workers’
speech, clothing, and manners on the job, and employers often extend their authority to the offduty lives of workers, who can be fired for their political speech, recreational activities, diet, and
almost anything else employers care to govern. In this compelling book, Elizabeth Anderson
examines why, despite all this, we continue to talk as if free markets make workers free, and
she proposes a better way to think about the workplace, opening up space for discovering how
workers can enjoy real freedom.
In the midst of this once-in-a-century public health crisis, the United States was almost toppled
from within by one of the two national political parties that a white-supremacist authoritarian
had commandeered. For decades, American workers had been losing their leverage, as the
world's biggest corporations were able to successfully play one country's workforce off another.
For centuries, we have failed to directly address the crimes against humanity that were the
cornerstones of American capitalism and are part of the continuum that extends systemic
racism to our current circumstances. Our global brand may be equality, but the lived
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experience of tens of millions of Americans is the stark opposite, and there can be no forward
motion if we fail to perceive just how deep a rut we are in.Stuck Nation is the work of awardwinning print and broadcast journalist Robert "Bob" Hennelly. Its depth reflects his many
decades of on-the-ground reporting, from the streets to historical archives and the White
House. In his reporting and in this book, Hennelly bears witness to the ongoing assault of
systemic racism, the toll from the World Trade Center toxic exposures, the attacks on our civil
service by our own government, the breathtaking concentration of corporate media, the power
of our collective agency, and more. It features interviews with the key players and shapers of
history - everyday people - as well as with union leaders and politicians, historians and
academics, organizers and activists. Stuck Nation lifts up the stories of those whom our
capitalist system would otherwise see 'disappeared'. It bears the human cost of our system
and our silence. It holds accounts of individuals and a broader movement willing to put
everything at risk to change our national narrative. Through it all, Hennelly shares his
observations on the origins of our national stuck-ness, his reporting on how it endures, and his
analysis of what might be required for us to change the course of our historical patterns, so
that America can begin putting the wellbeing of its people ahead of its profits.
This book argues for the abolition of the employment system in favor of workplace democracy
and thus escapes the usual capitalism-versus-socialism binary choice by reframing the basic
issue as the employment contract, not private property or a market economy. The author
repositions the political and economic debate in the lineage of abolitionism - against the
owning of other people - which in its modern version of neo-abolitionism would also abolish the
renting, or hiring, employing, or leasing of other people. The overall argument is based on
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three recovered theories, each one of which is sufficient to yield the neo-abolitionist
conclusion. These three rights-based theories are developed throughout the book. The three
theories are 1) inalienable rights theory, 2) the natural rights or labor theory of property, and 3)
democratic theory as based on a democratic constitution that only delegates governance rights
versus a non-democratic constitution that alienates governance rights. The book, therefore, is
a must-read for everybody interested in a better understanding of the political economy,
workplace democracy, rights-based theories, and the employment system.

A systematic comparison of the three major economic theories, showing how
they differ and why these differences matter in shaping economic theory and
practice. Contending Economic Theories offers a unique comparative treatment
of the three main theories in economics as it is taught today: neoclassical,
Keynesian, and Marxian. Each is developed and discussed in its own chapter,
yet also differentiated from and compared to the other two theories. The authors
identify each theory's starting point, its goals and foci, and its internal logic. They
connect their comparative theory analysis to the larger policy issues that divide
the rival camps of theorists around such central issues as the role government
should play in the economy and the class structure of production, stressing the
different analytical, policy, and social decisions that flow from each theory's
conceptualization of economics. The authors, building on their earlier book
Economics: Marxian versus Neoclassical, offer an expanded treatment of
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Keynesian economics and a comprehensive introduction to Marxian economics,
including its class analysis of society. Beyond providing a systematic explanation
of the logic and structure of standard neoclassical theory, they analyze recent
extensions and developments of that theory around such topics as market
imperfections, information economics, new theories of equilibrium, and
behavioral economics, considering whether these advances represent new
paradigms or merely adjustments to the standard theory. They also explain why
economic reasoning has varied among these three approaches throughout the
twentieth century, and why this variation continues today—as neoclassical views
give way to new Keynesian approaches in the wake of the economic collapse of
2008.
“The leading socialist economist in the country” explores the roots of the Great
Recession and its immense impact on working people (Cornel West). While most
mainstream commentators view the crisis that provoked the Great Recession as
having passed, these essays from Richard Wolff paint a far less rosy picture.
Drawing attention to the extreme downturn in most of capitalism’s old centers,
the unequal growth in its new centers, and the resurgence of a global speculative
bubble, Wolff—in his uniquely accessible style—makes the case that the crisis
should be grasped not as a passing moment, but as an evolving stage in
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capitalism’s history. Praise for Richard Wolff and Democracy at Work “Probably
America’s most prominent Marxist economist.” —The New York Times Magazine
“Richard Wolff’s constructive and innovative ideas suggest new and promising
foundations for much more authentic democracy and sustainable and equitable
development, ideas that can be implemented directly and carried forward. A very
valuable contribution in troubled times.” —Noam Chomsky “Wolff offers a rich and
much-needed corrective to the views of mainstream economists and pundits. It
would be difficult to come away from this with anything but an acute appreciation
of what is needed to get us out of this mess.” —Stanley Aronowitz “Bold,
thoughtful, transformative—a powerful and challenging vision that takes us beyond
both corporate capitalism and state socialism. Richard Wolff at his best!” —Gar
Alperovitz
The typical workplace is a hotbed of human relationships--of friendships,
conflicts, feuds, alliances, partnerships, coexistence and cooperation. Here,
problems are solved, progress is made, and rifts are mended because they need
to be - because the work has to get done. And it has to get done among
increasingly diverse groups of co-workers. At a time when communal ties in
American society are increasingly frayed and segregation persists, the workplace
is more than ever the site where Americans from different ethnic, religious, and
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racial backgrounds meet and forge serviceable and sometimes lasting bonds.
What do these highly structured workplace relationships mean for a society still
divided by gender and race? Structure and rules are, in fact, central to the
answer. Workplace interactions are constrained by economic power and
necessity, and often by legal regulation. They exist far from the civic ideal of free
and equal citizens voluntarily associating for shared ends. Yet it is the very
involuntariness of these interactions that helps to make the often-troubled project
of racial integration comparatively successful at work. People can be forced to
get along-not without friction, but often with surprising success. This highly
original exploration of the paradoxical nature--and the paramount importance--of
workplace bonds concludes with concrete suggestions for how law can further
realize the democratic possibilities of working together. In linking workplace
integration and connectedness beyond work, Estlund suggests a novel and
promising strategy for addressing the most profound challenges facing American
society.
A blend of history, analysis, and theory, ""Understanding Socialism"" is an honest
and approachable text that knocks down false narratives, confronts failures and
challenges of various socialist experiments throughout history, and offers a path
to a new socialism based on workplace democracy. ""Richard Wolff's book is the
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best accessible and reliable treatment we have of what socialism is, was, and
should be." - Cornel West "In the same accessible style that has made his
programs and lectures such a hit, he explains his subject in a way that's not only
smart, but makes the rest of us feel smart. It's actionable intelligence for the
every person." - Laura Flanders "Lucid, brilliant and uncompromising in his
dissection of the capitalist system he also provides a sane and just socialist
alternative to capitalist exploitation, one we must all fight to achieve." - Chris
Hedges
Aimed at political sciences students and teachers, Ferreras presents the new
idea of 'economic bicameralism' to redefine firms as political entities.
The revolution in new technology gave rise to new work patterns and improved
productivity, all of which affect the management of human resources.
Expectations for increased efficiency have not always been fulfilled because of
the problems that have arisen in workings of labour relations. How can
management maximize the benefits of these technologies while co-operating with
their employees? How far are trade unions involved in the decisions as
companies adopt new technology? Is the workforce consulted in systems
design? This book, originally published in 1992 looks at the problems of
developing strategies in information technology when considering labour
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relations. Experts in industrial sociology, human resource management and
organizational behaviour assess the achievements and failures, including
consideration of issues such as public sector work, gender and race. Drawing on
empirical evidence, the contributors cover a wide range of industries including
case studies in electronics and banking, together with international comparisons.
We are currently witnessing some of the greatest challenges to democratic
regimes since the 1930s, with democratic institutions losing ground in numerous
countries throughout the world. At the same time organized labor has been under
assault worldwide, with steep declines in union density rates. In this timely
handbook, scholars in law, political science, history, and sociology explore the
role of organized labor and the working class in the historical construction of
democracy. They analyze recent patterns of democratic erosion, examining its
relationship to the political weakening of organized labor and, in several cases,
the political alliances forged by workers in contexts of nationalist or populist
political mobilization. The volume breaks new ground in providing cross-regional
perspectives on labor and democracy in the United States, Europe, Latin
America, Africa, and Asia. Beyond academia, this volume is essential reading for
policymakers and practitioners concerned with the relationship between labor
and democracy.
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A new history of the world’s most embattled idea Today, democracy is the
world’s only broadly accepted political system, and yet it has become
synonymous with disappointment and crisis. How did it come to this? In Can
Democracy Work? James Miller, the author of the classic history of 1960s protest
Democracy Is in the Streets, offers a lively, surprising, and urgent history of the
democratic idea from its first stirrings to the present. As he shows, democracy
has always been rife with inner tensions. The ancient Greeks preferred to choose
leaders by lottery and regarded elections as inherently corrupt and undemocratic.
The French revolutionaries sought to incarnate the popular will, but many of them
came to see the people as the enemy. And in the United States, the franchise
would be extended to some even as it was taken from others. Amid the wars and
revolutions of the twentieth century, communists, liberals, and nationalists all
sought to claim the ideals of democracy for themselves—even as they manifestly
failed to realize them. Ranging from the theaters of Athens to the tents of Occupy
Wall Street, Can Democracy Work? is an entertaining and insightful guide to our
most cherished—and vexed—ideal.
A groundbreaking historical analysis of how global capitalism and advanced
democracies mutually support each other It is a widespread view that democracy
and the advanced nation-state are in crisis, weakened by globalization and
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undermined by global capitalism. Torben Iversen and David Soskice argue that
this view is wrong. In fact, advanced democracies are resilient and their enduring
relationship with capitalism has been mutually beneficial. Iversen and Soskice
show how democratic states continuously reinvent their economies through
public investment in research and education, by imposing competitive product
markets and cooperation in the workplace, and by securing macroeconomic
discipline as the preconditions for innovation and the promotion of advanced
sectors of the economy. Challenging the prevailing wisdom on globalization,
Democracy and Prosperity reveals how advanced capitalism is neither footloose
nor unconstrained—and how it thrives under democracy precisely because it
cannot subvert it.
This book is a timely revival of the social and political importance of meaningful
work, which explores a philosophy of work based upon the value of
meaningfulness and argues for the institution of a new politics of meaningfulness.
Why should we pay attention to the great social critics like Marx? Americans,
especially now, confront serious questions and evidences that our capitalist
system is in trouble. It clearly serves the 1% far, far better than what it is doing to
the vast mass of the people. Marx was a social critic for whom capitalism was not
the end of human history. It was just the latest phase and badly needed the
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transition to something better. We offer this essay now because of the power and
usefulness today of Marx's criticism of the capitalist economic system. eBook:
https: //bit.ly/2K6iI8v
The authors tell the story of a democratic workers' cooperative that makes handrolled cigarettes, known as "beedis," in the unorganized sector of a fiercely
competitive capitalist economy in India. For decades, beedi workers have been
among the most exploited and impoverished of India's work force. In 1969, in the
southwestern Indian state of Kerala, several thousand workers banded together
to form a worker-owned beedi cooperative. The authors argue that their skill and
determination, combined with Kerala's generally leftist political culture, allowed
them to beat the odds. The cooperative surprised the private sector beedi barons
by creating an enterprise that has lasted and prospered, offering the best wages
and benefits in the business, while making a profit and contributing to the local
economy. The authors analyze the major features of the cooperative, assessing
its overall structure, worker-elected management, shop floor democracy, and
progress in providing a better life for its worker-owners. Tensions are also
discussed, including the complaints of women workers and the need for
diversification from tobacco.
The Parliament is the visible face of democracy in India. It is the epicentre of
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political life, public institutions of great verve, and a regime of Rights. In a first-ofits-kind study, this book delves into the lived experience of the Indian Parliament
by focusing on three distinct phases—the 1950s, the 1970s, and the 1990s and
beyond. The authors argue against the widely held notion of its ongoing decline,
and demonstrate how it has repeatedly, and successfully, responded to India's
changing needs in six decades of existence. This comprehensive and
authoritative study examines the changing social composition and differing
modes of representation that make up the Lok Sabha and critically explores its
relation with the Rajya Sabha. Developments in the institutional complex of the
Parliament, including the functioning of the Opposition and the Speaker are
traced over time, along with the processes of legislation and accountability. Major
debates in the House are scrutinized, and much of the analysis is based on
empirical data gathered from surveys circulated among prominent politicians and
public intellectuals. It also addresses the intricate issue of relations between the
Judiciary and the Parliament. In its in-depth focus on the Lok Sabha, the volume
highlights the way the Parliament has come to encompass India's proverbial
diversity. It especially demonstrates the route this institution has taken to engage
with fractious issues of diverging linguistic and regional demands.
West Germany from 1949 to 1990 was a story of virtually unparalleled political
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and economic success. This economic miracle incorporated a well-functioning
political democracy, expanded to include a "social partnership" system of
economic representation. Then the Wall came down. Economic crisis in the
East--industrial collapse, massive layoffs, a demoralized workforce--triggered
gloomy predictions. Was this the beginning of the end for the widely admired
"German model?" Lowell Turner has extensively researched the German
transformation in the 1990s. Indeed, in 1993 he was at the factory gates at
Siemens in Rostock for the first major strike in post-Cold War eastern Germany.
In that strike, and in a series of other incisively analyzed workplace and job
developments in eastern Germany, he shows the remarkable resilience and
flexibility of the German social partnership and the contribution of its institutions
to unification. His controversial and, to some, radical findings will stimulate
debate at home and abroad.
The recognition is growing: truly addressing the problems of the 21st century
requires going beyond small tweaks and modest reforms to business as usual—it
requires "changing the system." But what does this mean? And what would it
entail? The New Systems Reader highlights some of the most thoughtful,
substantive, and promising answers to these questions, drawing on the work and
ideas of some of the world’s key thinkers and activists on systemic change. Amid
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the failure of traditional politics and policies to address our fundamental
challenges, an increasing number of thoughtful proposals and real-world models
suggest new possibilities, this book convenes an essential conversation about
the future we want.
Prevailing models of organisation divide people into owners, managers and
employees, forcing especially the latter to obey, to behave, and to function well
within a hierarchical and managerial pecking order. However, there is no natural
law suggesting the need for such organisations, not in market economies and
definitely not in modern democratic societies – and there is no justification for
such types of organisation. Arguing that most current organisations are orthodox,
hierarchical, anti-democratic, oppressive, unfair, and unjust, this book presents a
viable alternative, a better type of organisation – the democratic organisation.
Diefenbach develops and provides step by step a systematic, comprehensive,
thorough, and detailed general model of the democratic organisation. He
describes the democratic organisation’s fundamental principles, values,
governance, management, structures, and processes, and the ways it functions
and operates both within the organisation and towards others and the
environment. Crucially, and most importantly, the democratic organisation
provides the institutions and organisational context for individuals to maintain and
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pursue their fundamental freedoms, inalienable rights, and dignity; to manage
organisations in democratic, participative, and cooperative ways; and to conduct
business in considerate, balanced, and sustainable ways. This book will be of
interest to researchers, academics, practitioners, and students in the fields of
management, organisation studies, strategic management, business ethics,
entrepreneurship, and family business.
The challenges to humanity posed by the digital future, the first detailed
examination of the unprecedented form of power called "surveillance capitalism,"
and the quest by powerful corporations to predict and control our behavior. In this
masterwork of original thinking and research, Shoshana Zuboff provides startling
insights into the phenomenon that she has named surveillance capitalism. The
stakes could not be higher: a global architecture of behavior modification
threatens human nature in the twenty-first century just as industrial capitalism
disfigured the natural world in the twentieth. Zuboff vividly brings to life the
consequences as surveillance capitalism advances from Silicon Valley into every
economic sector. Vast wealth and power are accumulated in ominous new
"behavioral futures markets," where predictions about our behavior are bought
and sold, and the production of goods and services is subordinated to a new
"means of behavioral modification." The threat has shifted from a totalitarian Big
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Brother state to a ubiquitous digital architecture: a "Big Other" operating in the
interests of surveillance capital. Here is the crucible of an unprecedented form of
power marked by extreme concentrations of knowledge and free from democratic
oversight. Zuboff's comprehensive and moving analysis lays bare the threats to
twenty-first century society: a controlled "hive" of total connection that seduces
with promises of total certainty for maximum profit -- at the expense of
democracy, freedom, and our human future. With little resistance from law or
society, surveillance capitalism is on the verge of dominating the social order and
shaping the digital future -- if we let it.
What, and who, are we working for? A thoughtful assessment on our current
society from “probably America’s most prominent Marxist economist” (The New
York Times). Capitalism as a system has spawned deepening economic crisis
alongside its bought-and-paid-for political establishment. Neither serves the
needs of our society. Whether it is secure, well-paid, and meaningful jobs or a
sustainable relationship with the natural environment that we depend on, our
society is not delivering the results people need and deserve. One key cause for
this intolerable state of affairs is the lack of genuine democracy in our economy
as well as in our politics. The solution requires the institution of genuine
economic democracy, starting with workers managing their own workplaces, as
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the basis for a genuine political democracy. Here Richard D. Wolff lays out a
hopeful and concrete vision of how to make that possible, addressing the many
people who have concluded economic inequality and politics as usual can no
longer be tolerated and are looking for a concrete program of action. “Wolff’s
constructive and innovative ideas suggest new and promising foundations for
much more authentic democracy and sustainable and equitable development,
ideas that can be implemented directly and carried forward. A very valuable
contribution in troubled times.” —Noam Chomsky, leading public intellectual and
author of Hope and Prospects
America Beyond Capitalism is a book whose time has come. Gar Alperovitz's expert
diagnosis of the long-term structural crisis of the American economic and political
system is accompanied by detailed, practical answers to the problems we face as a
society. Unlike many books that reserve a few pages of a concluding chapter to offer
generalized, tentative solutions, Alperovitz marshals years of research into emerging
"new economy" strategies to present a comprehensive picture of practical bottom-up
efforts currently underway in thousands of communities across the United States. All
democratize wealth and empower communities, not corporations: worker-ownership,
cooperatives, community land trusts, social enterprises, along with many supporting
municipal, state and longer term federal strategies as well. America Beyond Capitalism
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is a call to arms, an eminently practical roadmap for laying foundations to change a
faltering system that increasingly fails to sustain the great American values of equality,
liberty and meaningful democracy.
Can America Govern Itself? brings together a diverse group of distinguished scholars to
analyze how rising party polarization and economic inequality have affected the
performance of American governing institutions. It is organized around two themes: the
changing nature of representation in the United States; and how changes in the political
environment have affected the internal processes of institutions, overall government
performance, and policy outcomes. The chapters in this volume analyze concerns
about power, influence and representation in American politics, the quality of
deliberation and political communications, the management and implementation of
public policy, and the performance of an eighteenth century constitution in today's
polarized political environment. These renowned scholars provide a deeper and more
systematic grasp of what is new, and what is perennial in challenges to democracy at a
fraught moment.
Trade unions worldwide face a powerful paradox at this critical juncture: collective
organisations for workers are urgently needed and yet there are serious pressures
undercutting the legitimate role of trade unions. The aim of this book is to examine how
trade unions can effectively navigate this deeply contradictory challenge. It is
underpinned by the conviction that trade unions are – and should be – vital institutions
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for democracy and social justice. Written by leading scholars in industrial relations and
labour law as well as those in political philosophy and political science, the collection
tackles a range of pressing topics for trade unions including: the climate crisis; the
COVID-19 pandemic; economic democracy; democracy within trade unions; precarious
work; and election campaigns.
Demonstrates how specific dimensions of democracy - participation, citizenship rights,
and an inclusionary state - enhance human development and well-being.
The Supreme Court is one of the most extraordinary institutions in our system of
government. Charged with the responsibility of interpreting the Constitution, the nine
unelected justices of the Court have the awesome power to strike down laws enacted
by our elected representatives. Why does the public accept the Court’s decisions as
legitimate and follow them, even when those decisions are highly unpopular? What
must the Court do to maintain the public’s faith? How can the Court help make our
democracy work? These are the questions that Justice Stephen Breyer tackles in this
groundbreaking book. Today we assume that when the Court rules, the public will obey.
But Breyer declares that we cannot take the public’s confidence in the Court for
granted. He reminds us that at various moments in our history, the Court’s decisions
were disobeyed or ignored. And through investigations of past cases, concerning the
Cherokee Indians, slavery, and Brown v. Board of Education, he brilliantly captures the
steps—and the missteps—the Court took on the road to establishing its legitimacy as the
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guardian of the Constitution. Justice Breyer discusses what the Court must do going
forward to maintain that public confidence and argues for interpreting the Constitution in
a way that works in practice. He forcefully rejects competing approaches that look
exclusively to the Constitution’s text or to the eighteenth-century views of the framers.
Instead, he advocates a pragmatic approach that applies unchanging constitutional
values to ever-changing circumstances—an approach that will best demonstrate to the
public that the Constitution continues to serve us well. The Court, he believes, must
also respect the roles that other actors—such as the president, Congress, administrative
agencies, and the states—play in our democracy, and he emphasizes the Court’s
obligation to build cooperative relationships with them. Finally, Justice Breyer examines
the Court’s recent decisions concerning the detainees held at Guantánamo Bay,
contrasting these decisions with rulings concerning the internment of JapaneseAmericans during World War II. He uses these cases to show how the Court can
promote workable government by respecting the roles of other constitutional actors
without compromising constitutional principles. Making Our Democracy Work is a tour
de force of history and philosophy, offering an original approach to interpreting the
Constitution that judges, lawyers, and scholars will look to for many years to come. And
it further establishes Justice Breyer as one of the Court’s greatest intellectuals and a
leading legal voice of our time.
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